Four major achievements in Archaeology and Anthropology

1. Cathole Cave, South Wales
Over the past 20 years I have been responsible for taking students from the University of Bristol to selective early prehistoric sites on the Gower Peninsula, South Wales. One of these sites is Cathole Cave, a dry valley cave located several kilometres inland from the coast. In 2009, myself and a small team discovered European brown bear claw marks within one of the side chambers, along with potential engraved marks that may have been made through anthropogenic activity. In September 2010, I made the discovery of an engraved cervid on a botryoidal surface within the same cave. This discovery reaffirmed the presence of hunter/fisher/gatherer communities in this area of Britain during the Late Upper Palaeolithic. The discovery of the engraved figure within a niche located at the rear of Cathole Cave suggests that hunter/fisher/gatherer communities possibly used this section of the cave for ritual purposes. The figure, with a clearly defined torso, legs, and antler set, was produced using a flint tool. The contrast between the straightness of the engraved lines and the curved surface of the flowstone into which it has been carved eliminated any possibility that the figure is a chance configuration of natural fractures. The engraving is the first of its kind to be found in Wales and only the second confirmed discovery of parietal art in the British Isles. In April 2011, samples were taken from a secondary mineral deposit — speleothem (stal) — for Uranium Series dating; a section of this deposit stratigraphically overlaid part of the muzzle of the cervid and the surface on which it was engraved, which provided a minimum age for the engraving of around 12,500 BCE. Following the discovery, I undertook several more projects with this particular cave including the first 3D laser scan mapping of the cave [and in Wales] (also producing the first accurate plan of the cave) and a second expedition of the cave's interior, looking for further rock art (what I carefully term as a Visual Communication System [VCS]). Currently, myself and a team from Portugal and Italy are involved in further sampling strategies within the cave, homing-in on a specific area where possible applied haematite has been identified. The sampling strategies that I have used include RAMAN spectrometry and lipids on the haematite and Uranium Series dating on an overlying copper-rich speleothem.

2. Trefael, South-west Wales
In 2009, I directed a team of archaeologists to excavate a once-considered standing stone located in a large flat field that stands north of the coastal village of Newport in south-west Wales. The excavation extended over four seasons and revealed the fragmentary remains of a Portal Dolmen, along with 15-20 other prehistoric subsurface features - recognised initially through a geophysical survey. What of Trefael and its context? The standing stones covering Western Britain’s valleys and uplands come in all shapes and sizes, probably acting as markers to guide communities across the later prehistoric landscape; moving from one monument to another. Unsurprisingly, within this enigmatic group there are a small number of stones that do not conform to the rules of the rest - some are marked with ancient rock art, while others possess an earlier, more complex history. The Trefael Stone in south-west Wales is one such monument. Once considered a solitary standing stone and probably erected during the Early Bronze Age, it has now been proved that in a previous life this was part of a Neolithic Portal Dolmen, one of Western Europe’s earliest types of Neolithic burial monument. Standing in an isolated field outside the coastal village of Newport, is an exposed igneous upright stone measuring about 2.3 x 2m, known as the Trefael Stone. Contained on one of its surfaces are over 70 cupmarks. Revealed from the following season’s programme were an array of ceramics and the human remains belong to a juvenile. These remains were chronometrically-dated to the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age. One trench also revealed the intact remains of the chamber belonging to a Bronze Age cairn, one of ten or so found within the vicinity of the Trefael monument (discovered through geophysical survey).

3. Delancey Park, Guernsey, Channel Islands
The Delancey Park Neolithic gallery grave constitutes a nationally important monument that is statutory protected through the States of Guernsey. Since discovery, the site has been excavated three times, the most recent in 2010-11. Since the discovery in 1919 the monument has witnessed a number of changes including alterations to the southern stone alignment; one stone was removed sometime after 1932; and changes to the surrounding landscape. Although one cannot fully recreate the Neolithic landscape around Delancey Park, I had suggested that the landscape would have been open, especially to the north, overlooking a former natural water channel known as Braye du Valle and the northern island of Clos du Valle. My involvement with this project commenced in 2009 when an application to first survey the site and then evaluate it was made. For this (and other projects I have undertaken in the past) I used what is termed a staged approach. This system of data collation, fieldwork and interpretation initially included a desk based assessment (DBA). This exercise allowed me to contextualise the site prior to any intrusive investigations. Following the DBA, the site was surveyed using traditional tape and offset...
methodology. In 2010, the fieldwork season included the excavation of a series of small evaluation trenches in and around the monument. From each trench, information concerning the construction and use of the monument was gathered. This field exercise provided enough information to justify a full excavation of the monument in 2011. The excavation programme, extending over three weeks included a large open-area excavation that measuring c. 12m x 8m and three small trenches located around the peripheries of the monument. My excavation did reveal a number of deposits, features and structures that were associated with the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age use of the site, including a later prehistoric palaeosol (which was sampled), several cobblestone surfaces and stone settings (belonging to numerous monument uprights). As part of the long-term conservation/enhancement of this site, the States of Guernsey’s Guernsey Museums and Galleries Service and the Admiral De Saumarez Trust were presented with a Conservation Management Plan (CMP) following the final excavation element of the project.

4. Negev Desert, Israel
Since 2012 and until present, I have been involved in a geo-prospection programme, looking and researching prehistoric and contemporary rock art in the Negev Desert, southern Israel. The prehistoric rock art of the Negev Desert can be considered of international importance with many thousands of engravings dating as far back as 3000 BCE, if not earlier. Over the course of the past two millennia, the Negev Desert in southern Israel has accommodated fluctuating numbers of pastoral nomads who migrated from the Arabian Peninsula and neighbouring territories. These groups, particularly with the last major wave of Bedouin migration in the 18th and 19th centuries, introduced a style of rock art consisting mostly of combinations of abstract marks, footprints and Arabic inscriptions. With few exceptions, Bedouin rock art is aniconic in nature and stands in contrast to pre-existing Negev rock art styles. Nearly all the panels that the Bedouin marked with abstract motifs already bore riders, combat and hunt scenes, orante anthropomorphs and numerous ibex. Large numbers of Bedouin rock art created in the last two centuries are found at most existing Negev rock art sites. Bedouin rock art elements are regularly superimposed over older rock art panels.
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